
2° International Champhionship of Traditional Kung Fu
 

RULES

International Competition of Traditional Forms of Kung Fu.
Forms of "Wushu" or modern are not accepted.

Uniforms athletes

The athlete must perform the forms with the school uniform. This can be:

 Kit traditional long trousers and jacket with long sleeves
 Kit traditional long pants and jacket without sleeves 

 Kit traditional long pants and shirt (t-shirt)
 The uniform must be clean and tidy, with or without the school logo and no

sponsor.
 Shoes must be traditional martial arts.

 The use of heavy shoes or sneakers is no accepted

Weapons

The weapons are permitted:

 Short weapons: short stick, saber, sword, knife, ventaglio
 Long weapons : long stick, spear, halberd.

 Articulated weapons: 2 section stick, 3 section stick, chain.

http://www.tigredoro.org/2012.htm


 Double weapons: all weapons which involve the simultaneous handling.

To participate with other types of weapons not included in the list, the official of
the company shall seek authorization prior to the race officials to the central table.
The use of weapons must be appropriate to the type of style. All weapons must be

rigid or semi-rigid (no flexible).

 

Area of Competition
The competition area will be 14 x 8 m

 Competition area - rules



At the beginning of each category, all the athletes who are called, must be present on the
outside line of the competition area, opposite the central referee to confirm the presence and

control of uniform and weapons.
If an athlete is not present in this call will be disqualified.

All athletes for the class will be Positioned at the edge of the area of race
At the call of the speaker each athlete will be called by the speaker, performs the salute

before entering the race, will be placed in front of the referee shall declare the name of the
module and, optionally, the name of the Master and the School.

For the elevation of the white flag, the athlete begins his form from the point of the area you
deem appropriate.

 

Parameters of evaluation forms
Martiality (clothes, appearance, courtesy)

Strength and coordination
Spirit and determination

Degree of difficulty 
 Fairness and stability (positions)

Use and weapon mastery
 

Referees of Competition
The referees will be 5. Four referees in the corners of the contest area and a referee at the
center. Of the five scores arbitration with the highest score and lowest are discarded. The

final score is the sum of the remaining scores.

 

Play-off (Athletes arrive at the same score)
Consider first the two lowest scores dropped: the athlete with the highest score wins.

If the tie remains and all scores are equal, in this case there is a play-off between the athletes .
If the score is assigned from three arbitrators to determine the rankings we sum this 3 scores.

In case of a tie will be carried out another test.



 

Penalty

The use of weapons must be appropriate to the type of race. If the athlete does not comply
with such rules shall be disqualified.

 To all the races of forms, with or without weapons, it is forbidden to wear rings, necklaces,
brooches, and any other object in the fall or rubbing may cause injury to the athlete himself.

If the athlete starts the race with one of these objects will be disqualified.
 In case of interruption of the form the athlete is disqualified 

 

Complaints and Appeals

 The opinion of the arbitrators shall be final.
 The complaints may relate only to clerical errors on entry forms of athletes or the result of a

miscalculation.
 In this case, the claims must be made at the central table arbitrators only from the head of

the School.

 

Registration Fees for single event 

 International Championship races : Euro 30.00 whether it participates in one or more
categories; 

 Shiu Ying Children's Award races : Euro 10,00 whether it participates in one or more
categories. 

Seminar with GM Chiu Chi Ling :  Euro  50.00 
Bitrhday Party with GM Chiu Chi Ling :  Euro  35,00 

Registration Fees for events grouped 



     Empty-Hand

Category Years Male/Female
A2 14/18 M
A3 14/18 F
A4 >18 M
A5 >18 F

     Short weapons

Category Years Male/Female
A6 14/18 M
A7 14/18 F
A8 >18 M
A9 >18 F

     Long weapons

Category Years Male/Female
A10 14/18 M

International Championship races + Seminar + Birthday Party: Euro 100,00 
International Championship races + Seminar: Euro 70,00 

Seminar + Birthday Party: Euro 70,00

 

Payment by Bank Transfer

A.S. TIGRE D'ORO      IBAN : IT14P0538715103000001269392 

SWIFT:  BPMOIT22

Categories
 

 

 



A11 14/18 F
A12 >18 M
A13 >18 F

Double weapons and articulated weapons

Category Years Male/Female
A14 14/18 M
A15 14/18 F
A16 >18 M
A17 >18 F

Duilien

Category Years Male/Female
A18/A19 14/18 M/F
A20/A21 >18 M/F

 

 

 

Warning:
 1. All categories that do not reach a number

 minimum of 4 participants will be incorporated.
 

 2. The female categories will be divided by those
 male to reach at least 4 participants per class

3. The age category for up to 18 years is to be understood less one day

 

2° Shiu Ying Children’s Award

Categories

 



    Empty-Hand

Category Years Male/Female
B1 6/9 M/F
B2 >9/13 M
B3 >9/13 F

     Short weapons

Category Years Male/Female
B4 6/9 M/F
B5 >9/13 M
B6 >9/13 F

     Long weapons

Category Years Male/Female
B7 6/9 M/F
B8 >9/13 M
B9 >9/13 F

 

 

 

Warning:
 1. All categories that do not reach a number

 minimum of 4 participants will be incorporated.
 

 2. The female categories will be divided by those
 male to reach at least 4 participants per class

3. The age category for up to 9 years is to be understood less one day

 

2° Chiu Family Worldwide Trophy

The trophy will go to the Team of the School of Family Chiu who will get the best positions in their



respective categories of the competition for adults

 

 Discounted Hotel for the Event

VIVA Hotel - Avellino
 

B & B  -  € 30,00  to person to day
Half Board - € 45,00 to person to day
Full Board - € 50,00 to person to day

Accommodation in single room, double room, triple room
Single room supplement € 10,00 

Half board (lunch or dinner to be determined) and the full board, includeschoice
of two starters, two seconds with vegetables, fruit or dessert and mineral water

!!!Attention!!!

This convention is valid for bookings before december 30 - 2014

 RESERVATIONS

prenotazioni@vivahotel.it

At the time of booking include: Kung FuGroup in January 2015

Phone

+39 082532079

http://www.vivahotel.it/
mailto:prenotazioni@vivahotel.it
http://www.vivahotel.it/


+39 082525922

Fax

+39 0825780029

Birthday Party GM Chiu Chi Ling -  17/01/2015

The cost of the birthday lunch is € 35.00 to person

 

Payment by BankTransfer

A.S. TIGRE
D'ORO      IBAN : IT14P0538715103000001269392

SWIFT:  BPMOIT22

 

 

TOUR POMPEI AND SORRENTO

The day of January 16, 2015 there will be a sightseeing tour with a visit to the
archaeological excavations of Pompei and  Sorrento with a minimum attendance
of 40 people.



The cost of the tour with transfers, entrance to the archaeological area and
lunch is expected to Euro 60,00

Those interested can book the names and enclosing the fee. The deadline for
reservations is December 5, 2014.

If you do not reach the minimum number of 40 people, the fees paid will be
returned.

ITINERARY

08.00 meeting of the participants and departure for Pompei 
This tour will take us to the discovery of the archaeological excavations of
Pompeii, by those who were the ancient splendor of the Roman Empire. 
The excavations of Pompeii, differ from other archaeological sites because here
you can see everything up to now has been recovered from the ashes that buried
the Roman city during the eruption of 79 AD, and not what's left. Among the ruins
of Pompeii, which was found to admire the sumptuous villas are still clearly visible
where the frescoed walls, baths, theater, amphitheater and other forms of
architecture as a demonstration of what was once the Empire richer and more
prosperous Europe. Lunch in the restaurant and in the afternoon transfer to
Sorrento. 
On the way you can admire the tuff ridge that rises over the sea, and that has
always made the famous Sorrentine Peninsula. We stop at Sorrento. Legend has it
that the Sirens were to Ulysses draw on the rocks. This delightful town has a
wonderful climate and a splendid view of the entire Gulf of Naples. You will have
time to walk around the streets and alleys that branch out around the main square,
where you can buy souvenirs or local produce in one of the many shops. In the
evening return home 

Rate per person based on minimum 40 paying persons: € 60,00 



The price includes: 
transport by luxury coach 
entrance to the excavations of Pompei 
lunch in a restaurant with water and wine included with meals 
Full day guided tour of Pompei and Sorrento in English, Italian and French 
insurance r.c

Payment by Bank Transfer

A.S. TIGRE D'ORO      IBAN: IT14P0538715103000001269392 

SWIFT:  BPMOIT22


